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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS

It is a great investigation related to serum HBV-RNA quasi species establishment with a NGS method. Authors found the none significant difference between HBC-RNA and HBC-DNA in the first place and established a practical NGS method to analyze HBV-RNA. This HBV-RNA quasi species has been produced and well studied in the variability/conservation and complexity. HBV genetic test in clinical is quite important and benefit lots of chronic hepatitis B infection. HBV-RNA is a little-studied subfield in the corresponding research area. A new method to analyze serum HBV-RNA quasi species without HBV-DNA interference is needed. Well, there’re some minor revisions authors should addressed before the publication. 1. Authors did not list any limitations of the study and its findings clearly. While the future directions of the topic had been described in the last paragraph of Discussion. 2. When author showed the results with statistical analysis, such as Line 370~374, the exact test method should be mentioned for better understanding of the study.